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Introduction
Apex symbolizes the turning point in 
the complex curve when the ideal line 
through abend is achieved to maximize 
the speed of a racing car. These ideal 
lines and their meetingpoints together 
defi ne the Apex chair. The sharp 
expression of the seat off ers a distinct 
but soft feeling, while the supporting 
frame limits and defi nes its contours 
in a bold andembracing manner. The 
well-defi ned transition between the 
seat and frame gives a feeling of 
weightlessness.



Johan Lindstén’s products are 
characterised by well-thought out 
design and unexpected details in a 
creative process that optimises
function. Johan wants his designs to 
interact with their surroundings in a 
way that influences the mood of the 
user. He draws his inspiration from 
the most unlikely of sources, such as 
the lilac bush outside his home or the 
Ocean of Storms on the moon. 

Designer



Models

* Available with tilt mechanism and height 
adjustment

Apex 05-46*

Apex 08-Wood

Apex 11-46 

Apex 05-46 with castors*



Seat -  Upholstery materials

Multicolour - Finish RAL

Johanson offers a very generous range of fabrics, leather 
and artificial leather from the most reputable suppliers in the 
world. Should any other material be desired despite the wide 
selection, it is also possible to suggest other materials. Johan-
son does not charge start-up costs for handling non-standard 
materials.

Take part in Johanson's color range, 400 variants of different finishes are 
offered as standard on steel frames and metal details. Choose from all 
192 RAL colors, alternatives are available both as solid finish (gloss 72) 
or Structure finish which has a matte, slightly textured elegant surface. In 
addition, 15 RAL colors with pearl finish and chrome or are offered.

For all colours see www.johansondesign.com

192 Solid collection (gloss 72)
192 Structure collection (matte, textured surface) 
15 Pearl finish collection and chrome.

Material

Oak White stained oak Black stained oak

Legs 08-wood 
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Facts

Material Recycling 

All steel parts are recyclable.
Before we finish the chrome/lacquer all grease/oil is 
removed by alkaline wash and then sent for destruc-
tion. The lacquering is produced by electrostatic 
epoxy powder coating that gives a minium of waste. 
The electrostatic chrome (chrome 3) is recyclable. 
The plastic parts that are used are recyclable by 
grinding. All upholstery and frames of synthetic 
material are totally without C.F.C. emissions. All glue 
is water based. 

Material declaration
For more information about the product 
please download material declaration on 
our website, under Downloads à Product 
Information at www.johansondesign.com

BIM - objects can be downloaded

at johansondesign.com

The seat is made in moulded CMHR foam 
(density 65kg) that meets the highest requi-
rements for flammability (CMHR quality). The 
base is made of finished/lacquerd metal.
 

Accessories

Felt gliders 

ExtraCastors

Castors for 03-base 
in black, white and 
chrome. 
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Facts
05-46
 
Weight (kg) 16
Volume (m3) 0,32

Swivel base

Available with tilt mechanism and height adjustment

08-46  Wood
 
Weight (kg) 13,5
Volume (m3) 0,211

11-46
 
Weight (kg) 20
Volume (m3) 0,211
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